
Sellers, join us.

HEROES  WANTED
www.kourtly.com

We are the tennis retail solution.

Kourtly is the first tennis and sports apparel and equipment marketplace designed 

to help and support local clubs and stores around the country. Our goal is to get your 
store online, get you closer to your customers and manage your inventory better. As 
a digital store, we enable you to increase your sales and revenue.

Power in Numbers.
You build it they will come.

The more sellers on Kourlty, the more 
shoppers will use the platform. The more 
exposure, the more sales. When stores 
band together on Kourtly, we acquire a 
collective voice and we become 
empowered businesses. This will enable 
us to manage our relationships better with 
established brands.

Sustainable Shopping
On Kourtly, shoppers will have access to 
awesome products at great prices. When 
customers buy from local stores on 
Kourtly, they are helping local businesses. 
And since your business is located in the 
neighborhood, they are also helping their 
own communities thrive. This is a more 
conscious and sustainable way of 
shopping.

Customer Engagement
Given the choice, shoppers would rather 
buy locally. Unfortunately, shoppers 
rarely have online access to tennis 
products and services in their own 
neighborhoods. When they log in to 
Kourtly, customers will have real-time 
access to inventory available in their 
own communities -- at our shops and 
clubs! 

The Kourtly Difference

Get your shop online. Fast.

Shoppers near and far will 

find your store.

Sell more, 24x7.
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SELLERS BECOME  GOLIATHS
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Seller Benefits
• Sell online in a matter of minutes.
• Manage your inventory online.
• Sell more effectively, 24x7.
• Reach customers everywhere, anytime.
• Expand nationwide via the Kourtly 

marketplace.
• Promote your services and events via 

social media.
• Nurture relationships with your members, 

customers and the community.

Shopper Benefits
• Transparent Access to Local 

Inventory. From the comfort of their 
homes and/or the convenience of their 
smartphones, customers can search for 
products and services, identify local 
stores that carry them and buy in an 
expedient manner.

• Quality at Great Prices. Unbeknownst 
to most club members and players, local 
pro shops have excellent products at 
great prices. These highly curated 
products are reviewed and selected by 
tennis pros and directors.

• Community As A Resource. When 
shoppers buy local, they get a chance to 
interact with local businesses. This 
highly personal interactions, give 
shoppers access to the wisdom, 
knowledge and experience of tennis 
professionals in their area. Pros are 
available to answer questions and 
provide tips and advice that customers 
would not otherwise get in online 
shopping -- building relationships. 

Flexible Delivery for Shoppers
When shoppers buy locally on Kourtly, 
they have the option to pick up their items 
same day at your shop or club. This option 
gives customers quick access to products 
especially in times of urgency.  No online 
store can beat this level of engagement.  
Also, some stores will also ship directly to 
customers for non-time sensitive 
deliveries.
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SELLERS AND SHOPPERS  ENGAGE
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Who Can Sell at Kourtly?
Any sports goods brick and mortar retail 
store, showroom, athletic facility, or club pro 
shops! As long as you have a physical store 
or showroom presence, you can sell on 
Kourtly.

You are not limited to products either. You 
can sell and promote services and events as 
well private lessons, group clinics, stringing 
and racquet or golf club customization, 
tournaments, etc. No seller is too big or too 
small to benefit from joining the Kourtly 
platform.

How Do Shoppers Find My 
Store?
The first thing that shoppers do when they 
get on Kourtly.com is browse all products. 
They can also do a product or service 
“search”. During a particular search, 
customers can apply various filers - from 
location, store name, product type or name 
-- and more. 

On Kourtly, each seller has its very own 
Seller Profile, which has a direct link that 
can be shared with your private customers 
and members. Kourtly can also create a free 
QR code sticker you can affix to your store 
door for any member to scan for direct 
access to your Store Profile. Your Store 
Profile includes all of your online inventory, 
which shoppers can search though or order 
from.
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Why Sell on Kourtly?
Our goal is to create a sustainable retail 
model that benefits not only shoppers and 
shop owners but also the community at 
large. While many large online retailers 
have been chipping away at local stores 
and pro shops for many years now, we 
believe that Kourtly's collective voice will 
benefit communities and shop owners 
everywhere. The idea is that all Kourtly 
stores can cooperate and help each other 
to fulfill the interest of their customers and 
add value to the shopping experience.

Your Store, Your Price
Sellers get to decide their prices! The more 
competitive prices you can offer, including 
all taxes and fees, the more you sell and 
promote your store, products, services, 
and events. Kourtly tries hard to be fully 
transparent with all its sellers. As a result, 
we have designed Pricing and Profit 
Calculators which will help sellers 
understand how much net profit you can 
expect at various price points. This is a 
great tool that factors in sales tax, credit 
card fees, Kourtly's commission, shipping 
costs, and the cost of the product. Our 
sellers truly appreciate our calculators!

How Much Does It Cost to Join Kourtly?
The best part? Right now, joining Kourtly.com is 
FREE. We will not charge any listing fee. Sellers pay 
a low 5% commission when they sell a product 
through the platform.



SELLER  ON-BOARDING
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It Only Take 3 Steps.
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1 2 3Fill out the Seller Registration 

Form on Kourtly.com.

Using the Dashboard, 

update your store profile 

and settings.

Add your inventory and 

pricing information.

That’s it.  You’re now a 

Kourtly store!




